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ABSTRACT:
The paper presents the case study of the survey of the sail vaults of the main building of the Forest Research Institute in Dehradun.
The building has been acquired with photogrammetric and laser scanner techniques during the Ground Based 3D Modelling
(Photogrammetry and TLS) tutorial, at the ISPRS TC V Mid-term Symposium held in Dehradun, India in November 2018. The
acquired data was then used for a structural evaluation of masonry vaults. The 3D model, built using the point cloud data, has been
used in an open source finite element analysis software to develop a numerical model and comparative analyses have been carried
out. The objective of numerical analysis is assessing both the benefits of structural meshes generated directly from point cloud data
and the structural behaviour of the masonry vaults.

1. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The paper presents the case study of the survey of a portion of
the main building of the Forest Research Institute in Dehradun
carried out as a training activity during the ‘Ground Based 3D
Modelling (Photogrammetry and TLS)’ Tutorial, at the ISPRS
TC V Mid-term Symposium, held in Dehradun, India in
November 2018.
After a brief introduction to the history and architectural
characteristics of the building, the activities carried out in the
acquisition phase, the vaulting modelling tests, the geometrical
analyses and the results of the FE analyses carried out starting
from the point cloud model are discussed.

internal ones overlooking the courtyards have two-level arcades
with the ground floor with vaulted ceilings. This solution,
typical of colonial architecture provides indirect illumination of
the adjacent rooms, better air circulation and protection from
rain. (Tillotson, 2008).
The building is entirely built with red bricks. As architect C.G.
Blomfield was unable to use steel because it was too expensive,
he was obliged to use local materials and workers, but he
managed to transform the necessity into an expressive form
(Figure 1). The architect doubted the building skills of local
workers except in the construction of the vaults, which had been
part of the local building tradition for thousands of years.

2. THE FOREST RESEARCH INSTITUTE DEHRADUN:
HISTORY AND ARCHITECTURE
Founded as Imperial Forest Research Institute in 1906, Forest
Research Institute (FRI) Dehradun, is one of the main
institutions of the Indian Council of Forest Research and
Education (ICFRE). The main building inaugurated in 1929
was designed by the English architect Charles George
Blomfield, a pupil of Sir Edwin Lutyens. This impressive
neoclassical architecture is located within a vast area of lush
greenery, often visited by tourists and locals as a place for
recreation and relaxation. The two-storey building has an
elongated rectangular plan with the longer side (about 300 m) is
about 3 times longer the other. The pavilion roof has a dark
stone coating. The central part of the building is rearward
forming an open courtyard, on which stands the main entrance
with a double-height portico with columns and a barrel vault.
The corners of the courtyard are highlighted by two octagonal
towers covered by domes. The building contains six courtyards
and all the external facades, except the rear one and all the

Figure 1. Forest Research Institute 3D model point clouds.
The bricks are used on the exterior facades for simulating
ashlars and for building the pilasters and the lintels of the
arches. The module of the brick establishes the proportions of
the architectural elements, and the brickwork is laid in the
English bond. The joints, pointed with white mortar, increase
the sense of horizontality of the building. In particular, the
vaults examined for this paper show tuckpointed joints that at
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the top of the vaults do not follow the real masonry texture but
sometimes simulate a brickwork more regular than the real one
(Figure 2).

Tutorials and workshops are useful to the participants as
training events and are an opportunity to collaborate in the
documentation and protection of the local cultural heritage
(Tucci et al., 2012; Cardinale et al., 2013; Achille et al., 2018).
The three-dimensional data collected during these training
experiences, especially if repeated regularly over time,
contribute to the creation of three-dimensional databases that
can be provided and used by cultural heritage institutions
(Municipalities, Administrations, Museums, etc.). In turn, they
can support educational events by creating a virtuous circle of
good practices (Fiorillo et al., 2013)
Another aim of these initiatives is essentially social: the active
participation of people in projects for cataloguing and
documentation of local built heritage, also facilitates the
construction of the social capital. The participation in cultural
heritage events, highlighting the authenticity and uniqueness of
its heritage, strengthens the awareness of the community and
helps to develop a sense of belonging and to feel themselves as
an active part of its safeguard (Tucci et al., 2018b).
3.2 The survey field-work

Figure 2. The masonry texture of the sail vaults.
3. THE SURVEY
3.1 The tutorial
The Ground Based 3D Modeling (Photogrammetry and TLS)
tutorial was held during the ISPRS TC V Mid-term Symposium
in Dehradun, India in November 2018. The tutorial was one of
the steps planned within the project "Educational and training
resources on digital photogrammetry", funded in 2018 by
ISPRS under the "Educational and Capacity Building Initiative"
(Tucci et al., 2018a). The programme envisaged carrying out
some on-the-field activities aimed at digitizing a significant case
study, both by laser scanning and digital photogrammetry, to
allow data comparison and a critical overview of both
processes. The laser scanner point model, considered as
reference for further tests, and a set of images and ground
control points as well made available online, as "reference data
set" for practicing with photogrammetric software and
supporting educational initiatives.

Figure 3. Field work in Progress.

The tutorial has been attended by 15 students from many
countries for deepening their knowledge and practice in the use
of up-to-date reality-based 3D acquisition and modelling
techniques. After a first day of theoretical introduction to 3D
acquisition techniques, the second day was spent on field-work
and finally during the third day the acquired data was processed
(Figure 3).
During the tutorial, after a careful analysis of the location, the
students, supported by the tutors, designed the positioning of
the laser scanner stations and targets useful for the alignment of
the scans. Due to the shortage of time, the aim of the field
experience was to document the facades of the central court
only, with a special attention to the left wing, where the vaulted
portico at the ground floor has been surveyed. Ten targets were
positioned on the scene and 14 scans were made with a highspeed phase-based 3D laser scanner. Seven scans were made
with the scanner positioned at the centre of the bay for every
second vault in the loggia, to describe the nine bays and the
corner spaces at the end of the wing. Another five scans were
made along the facade, with the scanner at about ten metres
from the facade.

Figure 4. Schematic cross section showing the best fitting
sphere to the vault.
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The resolution was set at 6 mm at 10 m, because the building is
about 12 m high and that the resolution chosen would have to
be enough for a 1:50 scale drawing and for surface modelling.
Finally, two more scans were made at a higher resolution from
more distant points of view to acquire even the roof (Figure 4).
As it was not possible to have access at the first floor, it has not
been possible to directly measure the thickness of the floor
between ground and first level. However, the presence of
drainage holes at the top of the vault, the lack of window frames
at the first floor of the loggia and partial data acquired from the
courtyard still made it possible to assess the overall size of the
space of the porch on the first floor.
The scans were made with only the reflectance values because
the RGB value would have been acquired during the
photogrammetric project that involved only the external facade
and whose results are not described here. The laser scanner data
were processed later in the classroom.
4. MODELLING AND GEOMETRY ANALYSIS
The most qualifying elements of the building are the vaulted
ceilings that are set on two pillars and two pilasters on which
rounded arches are set. Geometrically, the sail vaults consist of
a spherical cap circumscribed in a square plan, consisting of the
planes of the arches that delimit it. Constructively, the vaults
under examination show a very regular texture in the portions
up to the level of the key of the arches (the pendentives) and a
less regular texture in the cap. The header bricks are arranged in
concentric rings (Brumana et al., 2018; Balletti et al., 2018)
(Figure 5).
From the point cloud model, the portion corresponding to two
bays of the portico was extracted, one with a rounded arch
(vault A, with a hole at the top, where it is possible to measure
the thickness of the floor) and one with a jack arch (vault B). A
mesh model has been obtained from the selected portion to
display the model.

Another smaller portion of the point cloud was segmented,
selecting only the two adjacent vaults. The RANSAC algorithm
(Schanbel et al., 2007) in the implementation of the
CloudCompare software (CloudCompare 2.10.2, 2019) was
used to perform a best fit with geometric primitives as planes,
spheres and cylinders
The two vaults were very regular, as the radius of the best fitting
spheres is:
vault A
r=2.074212 m
vault B
r=2.071445 m
To evaluate the distance between the point cloud and the best
fitting sphere, deviation maps were made using the M3C2
algorithm, again in the CloudCompare software. The deviation
between the vaults and the best fitting spheres is less than ±3
cm and can be justified within construction tolerances and
irregularities.
It is possible to distinguish two parts on the vaults: from the
impost up to the key of the side arches (i.e. in the area of the
pendentives) there is a slight irregularity corresponding to the
diagonals (more visible in the vault A), justifiable more by the
eccentricity of the construction ribs than by structural
deformation.
Both the sail vaults then show a variation of curvature at the
level of the key of the side arches, where the top of the vaults
starts, where it is possible to see a circular shape in the
deviation maps. The discontinuity is sometimes visible even at
the site as a thin circular crack (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Deviation maps of the vault A (Up) and B (Down)
5. STATIC VULNERABILITY OF THE VAULTED
ELEMENTS
Figure 5. Mesh model vaults.

Based on the TLS survey carried out on a portion of the
building, it was possible to extract the geometry of the typical
vaults which characterize the portico of the complex front-court
(Figure 7).
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while the distribution of the maximum principal stresses in the
extrados and the intrados is reported in Figure 10.

Figure 7. Intermediate phase of the vaulted elements mesh
elaboration for FEM analysis
Specifically, the mesh derived from the point-cloud data was
exploited to build a lower definition FEM compatible mesh
(Korumaz et al., 2017), to be used for numerical analysis
purposes.
Many parameters were supposed to be unknown, such as the
elastic modulus of the masonry, the materials density (both for
the vault and the buttress) and the vault thickness.
At the same time, an ideal geometrical model of the vaults,
described by a perfectly spherical surface, was used to build
other two FEM models, to be used for a comparison of the
results. In synthesis, three FEM models were built:
a) 3D idealized geometry model, with volume finite elements;
b) 2D idealized geometry model, with shell finite elements;
c) 2D mesh derived from the point cloud data, with shell finite
elements.

Figure 10. Distribution of the maximum principal stresses in the
extrados and the intrados of the vault for an imposed 10 mm
displacement of the central column.

Figure 8. Boundary conditions of the vault.
The models were run inside the open source platform
‘salome_meca’ (Pieraccini et al., 2017 and Bartoli et al., 2017),
assigning the correct boundary conditions (Figure 8), the exact
distribution of the weights over the top vault surface and
imposing a vertical displacement on the central column, a
classic failure cause for masonry structures, in order to test i)
the sensitivity of the input parameters on the results (maximum
principal stress that will lead to cracking) and ii) the sensitivity
of the non-linear behaviour for different types of modelling.

Figure 9. Imposed 10 mm displacement of the central column.
The displacement of the vault with the imposed 10 mm vertical
displacement on the central column is reported in Figure 9

Figure 11. 200 LHS simulations for the middle layer maximum
principal stress (the sensitivity, calculated with the Sobol
indices, is reported below).
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McKay, 1992) of 200 simulations, with two types of output: the
principal stress on the middle layer and on the top layer.
The tested input parameters are the properties of the masonry
(density, elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio), the density of the
filling and the thickness of the vault. The analyses were
performed with the OpenTURNS module inside the
salome_meca ecosystem (Baudin et al., 2016).
Based on the results of the parametric LHS simulations (in
Figure 11 and Figure 12), the major influence on the output,
given by Sobol indices (Sobol, 1993), is exerted by the stiffness
of the material, both for middle and top layer principal stresses.
The thickness of the vault has a minor influence on the middle
layer stresses.

Figure 12. 200 LHS simulations for the top layer maximum
principal stress (the sensitivity, calculated with the Sobol
indices, is reported below).
Figure 14. Analysis performed with the vertical displacement
imposed on the central column on the 2D idealized geometry
model: distribution of maximum principal stresses before
cracking (Up) and the damage pattern (Down).

Figure 13. Analysis performed with the vertical displacement
imposed on the central column on the 3D idealized geometry
model: distribution of maximum principal stresses before
cracking (Up) and the damage pattern (Down).
The sensitivity on the input parameters was tested through a
parametric analysis of the model (c) (geometry derived from the
cloud point data), based on a Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS;

Figure 15. Analysis performed with the vertical displacement
imposed on the central column on point cloud-derived 2D
model: distribution of maximum principal stresses before
cracking (Up) and the damage pattern (Down).
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The distribution of the maximum principal stresses before
cracking and the damage pattern obtained with the vertical
displacement imposed on the central column in Figure 13 for
3D idealized geometry model, in Figure 14 for the 2D idealized
geometry model and in Figure 15 for the point cloud-derived
2D model. Initial cracking pattern is confirmed by all the
models.
The non-linear analysis was carried out with the
ENDO_ISOT_BETON constitutive law for 3D and 2D models,
which takes into consideration the tensile fragile failure of the
material, assigning a set of reasonable values for the material
mechanical properties (Facchini et al., 2017).
The results confirm the location and the path of the first cracks
to appear on the vault, when subjected to the imposed vertical
displacement of the central column. At the same time, even if a
good forecast can be attempted, the complete behaviour of the
structure could be described only with the correct assignments
assumed for all the specific properties whose influence on the
results has been investigated. Specifically, it would be of major
importance to determine the elastic modulus of the masonry
and, in minor part, the exact thickness of the vault.
6. CONCLUSION
The paper presented the case study of the survey of a portion of
the main building of the Forest Research Institute in Dehradun.
The survey was performed as a training activity during the
‘Ground Based 3D Modelling (Photogrammetry and TLS)’
Tutorial, at the ISPRS TC V Mid-term Symposium, held in
Dehradun, India in November 2018.
The acquired data was used for a parametric structural
evaluation of the masonry vaults of the portico of the main
building after imposing 10 mm displacement on a central
column between the vaults.
The 3D geometric model of the vaults has been used in an open
source finite element software to develop different numerical
models of the same object. In particular an ideal geometrical
model of the vaults, described by a perfectly spherical surface,
was used to build two FE models employing solid (first model)
and shell (second model) elements. A third model has been built
directly from the 2D mesh derived from the point cloud data,
with shell finite elements (third model). The objective of the
numerical analyses was to assess both the benefits of structural
meshes generated directly from point cloud data and the
structural behaviour of the masonry vaults. All the models
confirmed the same cracking pattern both in term of location
and path of the first cracks to appear on the vaults.
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